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Aaron Hamel - '01 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Speedy lefty who creates speed with good edges. Creates pace coming away from wall with strong edge explosion, can 
handle around people but needs to simplify. Can work body and hands around pucks very well with good balance. 

11/20/2021 - Ogden Mustangs vs Charlotte Rush

Fluid skating stride, pace with and without puck. Was supportive in cycle plays, looking to get loose for quick plays to 
the net. Not afraid on contact. Great balance and control with puck , tip goal floating through middle of ice

11/21/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Pueblo Rush

No points but deceptive / shifty with puck. Head up always looking to test goalie / sling pass. Turnovers forcing passes. 
Missed on breakaway, pace away from puck. Has the skill to create each shift, consistency is key can he be on every 
shift. Showed some fight taking on 2 guys in mini scrum end of 3rd

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors

Adam Custable - '03 Forward - Tampa Bay Juniors (USPHL Premier)

Another former Elite level player who has had immediate success at the Premier level this year. Custable has been off 
to a good start and shows very good poise and patience in the offensive zone all while having the correct support. Lots 
too look for in Custable as he continues to develop at the premier level. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Alexandre Caron  - '01 Goaltender - Florida Eels (USPHL Premier)

Caron has gotten off to an incredible start for the Eels and showcased a lot of his experience and structure as a goalie 
this past weekend. Caron does a very good job working through traffic and having the ability to find pucks. He moves 
with efficiency around the crease and can stay on top and above pucks frequently.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Anders Grongstad - '01 Forward - Metro Jets (USPHL Premier)

Anders had a good weekend back in Detroit as he was able to find the scoresheet throughout the weekend. He 
showcased his vision all over the ice as he was able to move pucks to his teammates in the offensive zone while giving 
them a chance to then finish and score. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Anderson O'Connor - '02 Forward - Louisiana Drillers (NA3HL)

Two-way center with a 200 foot game. He is effective in transition with the ability to bring the puck through the neutral 
zone. He displays poise with the puck on the powerplay. He has good vision with an ability to set up teammates with 
quality scoring opportunities. He has good anticipation and is usually in the right position defensively.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)
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Andrew St Julian - '01 Forward - Rockets Hockey Club (USPHL Premier)

Right hander with an impressive offensive IQ, and raw skill. 2 goals in game

10/12/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Hershey Bears

Austin Buck - '01 Defenseman - Fort Wayne Spacemen (USPHL Premier)

Austin, who has good size on the back end for Fort Wayne, does a good job for them on the offensive side and that was 
evident throughout the weekend. He was able to do a good job at getting pucks through from the point and create 
chances for his teammates. Not always powerful, Buck shoots pucks with a purpose every time. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Austin Pick - '01 Forward - Seahawks HC (EHL)

Two-way center who plays with tenacity, always looking to deliver punishment to the puckhandling opponent. He has a 
wide skating base that makes him tough to knock off the puck. He is very defensively responsible and is relied upon to 
kill penalties. He has a good, accurate, heavy, quick release shot which he uses to beat goaltenders off the rush. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Avery Arnold  - '01 Defenseman - Philadelphia Little Flyers (EHL)

Solid, two-way defender who does not overcomplicate things.  He makes good decisions with the puck in his own zone 
even when under pressure.  He has a heavy shot from the point.  He has a good active stick that eliminates high danger 
passing. He can kill penalties very well.  He protects the front of his net and eliminates screens.  He is typically paired 
with an offensive defenseman.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Bailey Byrd - '01 Forward - Toledo Cherokee (USPHL Premier)

Bailey, a leader for the Cherokee early in the season here showed well over the weekend as he found the scoresheet 
while showing a ton of composure all over the ice. His hockey IQ is something to behold as he makes greats reads 
tracking back into the defensive zone and understands where to be in all three zones. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Ben Baker  - '02 Forward - Atlanta Mad Hatters (USPHL Premier)

Ben, in his second year with Atlanta has certainly showed what experience can do for a player, as he has started the 
year off with 1G and 4A. Ben has a good ability to move pucks through the neutral zone at the correct times and then 
continues to support it correctly after that. Lots to like as Ben continues to develop in his second year in the league. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Ben Tobey - '02 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Instincts getting lost in front, found with pass easy 1-T for goal. Slightly undersized righty. Dodgy in corners with quick 
changes of directions , arrives into puck battles with pace.

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors
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Birch Gorman  - '02 Defenseman - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

6'1" right handed defenseman with strong offensive instincts. Engaging defensively with a want to get pucks out and to 
 follow the play. Darts down from blue line for chances.Ac ve s ck and physical on PK, covers a lot of ground in a 

 smart way. Quick decisions to jump at the right opportunity. Quick to move forward a er making pass to join rush and 
be an option. Agile / above average mobility for size. Effective moving puck on PP, would like to see more power but 
instincts to get open and move around pucks to feed both sides of ice was solid. 

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers

Bobby Geier - '01 Forward - Team Maryland (EHL)

Scoring winger with a dangerous shot off the rush and is always looking to shoot. He supports teammates very well by 
constantly moving to open space to be a passing option. He drives the net hard and can finish in front. He is defensively 
responsible constantly serving as third man high and he stays on the right side of the puck. He is strong in the corners 
with wide base that makes him hard to knock off puck. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Braedon Lacomy - '02 Forward - Pueblo Bulls (USPHL Premier)

The power forward has had himself a nice season thus far accumulating 38 points in 33 games. He uses his size to his 
advantage as he protects the puck by using his body and using his reach to extend the puck away from the defenders 
stick. Lacomy showed a ton of patience with the puck and was able to dominate the puck possession. He had a 
beautiful set up on Pueblo's first goal where he controlled the puck bought time and threaded the needle on his pass. 
He still needs to develop away from the puck specifically in the defensive zone where his defensive stick needs 
improvement on touching puck and his foot speed needs to improve throughout his off season. 

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Brendan Walk - '01 Forward - Cinncinnati Jr Cyclones (USPHL Premier)

  The 2001 center has a showed a lot of good development at the beginning of the season this year as he has helped 
Cincinnati come out of the blocks early. Brendan does a really good job of support through the neutral zone and has 
elite poise with the puck in the offense zone. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Brendan Yingling  - '01 Forward - Richmond Generals (USPHL Premier)

Commit : Lebanon Valley College . Yingling, in his last year of junior eligibility has helped stabilize the start for Richmond 
and continued that this past weekend at the Raleigh Showcase. Brendan is a big forward who can produce for his team, 
a nice combination to have as he looks to keep building off his strong start to the year. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Brian Brady - '03 Goaltender - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

21 Shots 17 saves, long legged long armed, average athleticism but good tracking pucks. Solid in first period managing 
plays and limting rebounds, wasn’t challenged much. 3 goals in third , 2 on PP. Pucks finding ways through body or past. 
Some sliding into shots causes oversliding / becoming unsquare to pucks. 

11/20/2021 - Ogden Mustangs vs Charlotte Rush
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Brian Odstrechel - '01 Defenseman - Columbus Mavericks (USPHL Premier)

  Brian had a very good showcase as he was able to find the scoresheet with goals and assists. Brian’s strongest suit in 
his game is using the length and strength he has in the defensive zone. A lot of good attributes that lead to him getting 
chances in the offensive zone. He has a very good stick and plays with a good gap all throughout the defensive zone and 
at both blue lines. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Brock Forrest - '03 Forward - New Jersey 87s (EHL)

First EHL game, supportive right hander with a knack to get into the right places in the defensive zone breaking pucks 
out. Showed aggresion and IQ to get puck quickly to net off of turnover for goal. More of a winger but could play center.

11/23/2021 - New Jersey 87s vs Connecticut Chiefs

Caden Butler - '03 Forward - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Highly skilled, dynamic forward who can put up points. He skates very fluidly with quick acceleration and can rapidly 
find open space to serve as a strong breakout option. He has good vision in the offensive zone and generates many 
quality scoring chances.  He is a creative passer who finds open teammates in interesting ways.  He has a highly 
accurate shot with the ability to pick corners.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Carter Newpower - '02 Forward - Mason City Toros (NA3HL)

Two hundred foot winger. He skates well with good speed that allows him to cover all areas of the ice. He makes good 
decisions when handling the puck.  He has the ability to transition the puck from his own zone into the offensive zone. 
He is tough along the walls and in the corners, routinely winning puck battles in the offensive zone. He is a strong 
backcheck, lifting sticks to create turnovers.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)

Colin Anna - '02 Forward - Wilkes Barre Scranton Jr Knights (USPHL Premier)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbzUK7htMJ4

 - Highlight Video Link 

5 goal game, always attacking with puck on stick. Smart positionally allows pucks to find him at times in rebound 
situations. The left handed center is quick laterally with strong escapabilty, with hands to get around the next set of 
defenders. 

09/24/2021 - WBS Knights vs Hershey

Opens game with goal, hardwork gaining puck back and then the drive to get open for shot and drive net for rebound.

09/25/2021 - Hershey vs WBS Knights

Colin Bella - '01 Forward - Connecticut Roughriders (EHL)

He is a playmaker type who generates a ton of scoring chances for teammates. He has good hands and can weave 
through defenders.  He has a blistering shot that is highly accurate. He works hard below the goal line to retrieve pucks 
in corner battles. He is solid in the defensive zone filling the lane to block shots.  He is a strong penalty killer who is 
dangerous on the counter-attack.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series
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Colin Bella - '01 Forward - Connecticut Roughriders (EHL)

2G 2A - Right hander who plays in all situations. Simple but effective creating offensively with above average speed and 
good decisions with the puck. Held puck too long at times causing turnovers but has the will to skate through checks. 
Scores 1 of 2 goals skating puck from defensive zone to net drive, slick hands to beat goalie five hole.

12/15/2021 - Connecticut RoughRiders vs Railers Junior Hockey Club

Colin Callanan - '01 Forward - New York Applecore (EHL)

Strong two-way centerman who uses his large frame well when handling the puck, using his reach to carry the puck 
around opponents.  He has very good vision with a knack for finding open teammates in the offensive zone.  He has a 
dangerous shot and can pick corners. He is hard on pucks and looks to finish his hits. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Colin Clough - '03 Defenseman - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Two-way defender with a simple and steady game. He makes solid outlet passes to move pucks North.  He has a good 
shot from the point and gets pucks through to the net. He communicates well with teammates.  He needs to work on 
his gap control as he leaves a lot of space for zone entries.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Connor Crawford - '02 Goaltender - Florida Jr Blades (USPHL Premier)

Connor uses his size to his advantage all over the ice for the Everblades as he plays more of a power forward style of 
hockey. He’s able to parlay that into some scoring chances with his ability to get to the net and create from time to 
time. Building off the good showcase weekend, look to expect more development throughout the year from the bigger 
sized forward. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Connor Nelson - '02 Forward - Tampa Bay Juniors (USPHL Premier)

The 02 forward coming into his first year of junior has had a nice start for himself and his team. Connor has a good nose 
for the net and ability to find soft space for scoring opportunities. His pure ability on the offensive end has helped him 
transition quickly to the junior game as he continues to round out the rest of his game. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Connor Williams - '01 Defenseman - Pueblo Bulls (USPHL Premier)

Williams was very effective on the defensive side of the puck. He played the game with a tight gap; he sealed the edge 
effectively on the faster players and he steered his opponents to the corner. When the puck was on his stick, he 
showed the ability to get his shots through on the point and distribute the puck on the power play where he was used 
on the top of the umbrella. The only part of his game that did not look the part of an effective NCAA D3 defensemen 
was he was a little casual on his puck retrievals, he skated himself into trouble and did not get pucks north as fast as he 
should have. 

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Cullen Hogan - '02 Forward - Mason City Toros (NA3HL)

Two-hundred foot centerman who is strong through the center of the ice and in all three zones. He is a high IQ hockey 
player who does a lot of things right. He is defensively responsible, often serving as third man high in the offensive 
zone.  He is also heavily relied upon to kill penalties.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)
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Daniel Nau  - '02 Forward - Carolina Jr Hurricanes (USPHL Premier)

Nau, also a 02 forward has built on his year of junior experience to get off to a quick start on the 21-22 campaign as he 
was able to notch 1G and 4A this past weekend right alongside Hall. Nau’s poise and smooth skating compliment his 
teammates well while adding in some smart hockey IQ along the way. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

David Battisti - '01 Goaltender - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

19 shots 18 saves , beaten with traffic from inside dots . Aggressive positioning goaltender with strong instincts and 
reads, trys to play butterfly but unorthodox at times, especially in scrambles / secondary opportunities. Relies on reads 
and quick hands to attack pucks.

11/21/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Pueblo Rush

28 Shots 26 saves. Calm on first shots with an aggressive crease positioning. Did well handling point shots to the chest 
eliminating rebound chances, especially through traffic. Beat on tipped point shot, and garbage time scramble for 
rebound. Showed strong reads on pk and rush situations, not the most controlled movements laterally but made the 
saves needed.

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors

David Markovich - '03 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Markovich has added some young flair to the Charlotte lineup and has gotten off to a hot start in his first year of junior. 
The smaller forward uses his quick processing ability and high hockey IQ to navigate the game in all three zones, while 
also adding the ability to find the scoresheet. He was good throughout the weekend for Charlotte and looks to build on 
the early success from the Raleigh Showcase. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Raw skill right handed winger, plays fast and hard away from the puck, getting in on forechecks and doing the little, 
pesky things with pace. Average offensive abilites and hands but a great motor to bring consistent energy throughout a 
game

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers

Declan Conway - '02 Forward - Rockets Hockey Club (USPHL Premier)

#40 Right handed chance creator, 2 goals and consitently hungry for more. Creates solid speed with the puck, active 
stick without puck to break up plays and get offense going.

09/26/2021 - Utica vs Rocket Hockey Club

Dimitri Kapranov - '03 Goaltender - Jersey Shore Whalers (USPHL Premier)

Athletic, undersized goaltender who will do anything to stop the puck. Extremelly aggressive at times, over sliding plays 
causing desperation recoveries. 4 GA, mostly clean shots from in close + a weird bounce on 4th goal.

11/17/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Jersey Shore Whalers

Dominic Chirico - '01 Defenseman - Connecticut Chiefs (EHL)

Steady defender with high hockey IQ.  He makes good decisions.  He is defensively responsible and limits odd man 
rushes, but needs to tighten his gaps.  He is a solid penalty killer who constantly eliminates seam passes. He has good 
pace on his shots and gets the puck to the net.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series
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Dominic Conte - '01 Forward - Lake Erie Bighorns (USPHL Premier)

Dominic showcased some good hands in tight this past weekend as he was able to find the back of the net with a good 
quick shot as well as maneuvering pucks in tight with defenders. His strength is noticeable and cannot be taken for 
granted by opposing teams as he is all over the ice using his size and good hands. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Dominic Metro - '02 Defenseman - Valley Jr Warriors (EHL)

Steady, two-way defenseman who has good feet, a wide skating base, and is able to transition from offense to defense 
quite rapidly. He maintains tight gaps when accepting the rush.  He handles the puck well making sharp, crisp passes to 
move pucks North.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Drake Barnish - '01 Forward - Cinncinati Jr Cyclones (USPHL Premier)

Drake continued his stellar season by finding the scoresheet a ton in Detroit. The big power forward can skate and 
shoot it with intensity. He has a good quick release and overpowers goaltenders with the heaviness in his shot. Look for 
the 01 birth year to keep building on the incredible start as he will be trying to make it hard for schools to say no to him 
come later in the year. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Captain, big frame left hander with offensive insticts. Smart tip for goal getting into shot lane. DQ'd after high sticking 
penalty. Plays with moderate pace, waiting for oppurtunity to get into space to shoot. 

11/20/2021 - Rum River Mallards vs Cinncinnati Jr Cyclones

Dylan Hullaby - '01 Forward - Hudson Havoc (USPHL Premier)

Off score sheet but a big body who can move in tight spaces. Very strong offensive habits away from the puck, with 
stick on ice and was quick to find new lanes to become a better scoring option. Tough to deal with in net front on 
powerplay.

10/24/2021 - Minnesota Blue Ox vs Hudson Havoc

#37 Hullaby was a constant threat, finishing with 3G 1A but could have had more. Right hander who moves very well for 
a 6'5" frame.  Was impressed with the small plays in tight spaces, getting short passes through while battling defenders. 
Can play a cycle, physical game or a creative offensive game off the rush. Stick constantly down, and ready in ozone to 
receive or distribute pucks. Uncommitted player colleges should be looking into. 

12/18/2021 - Hudson Havoc vs Decatur Blaze

Dylan Ray - '02 Defenseman - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Righty with a short powerful stride covered a lot of room on the blue line, and showed a quick release heavy wrister 
during the powerplay, strong puck handling too 

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers
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Egan Schmitt - '01 Forward - Vermont Lumberjacks (EHL)

Top line forward with elite scoring ability at the Tier 3 level. He is a strong puck possession player with patience who 
generates a lot of scoring chances. He reads the play very well and creates many turnovers. He consistently finds the 
open man in the offensive zone.  He is strong in his own end maintaining good position between the opponents and his 
own net.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Ethan DeMumbrum  - '01 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Ethan, as a 20-year-old this year has helped lead the way early for Charlotte and was very good over the weekend. 
Ethan shows off his great passing ability and vision as many of his points come way of the assist. He adds good 
deception from time to time and is help to find his teammates in almost every situation. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Ethan Moerke - '02 Forward - Alexandria City Blizzard (NA3HL)

He is a play-driving winger who is constantly looking to transport the puck up ice. He does a good job finding open 
space on the breakout to serve as an option.  He has decent pace on his shot.  He is an effectively penalty killer using his 
long reach to block passing lanes.  He is also dangerous on the counter-attack creating shorthanded scoring chances.  
He could be better on the walls in his own zone.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)

Evan Miles - '03 Forward - Hampton Roads Whalers (USPHL Premier)

Miles, a smaller shiftier forward used his skill set well throughout the weekend and showcased his good skating ability. 
Miles was able to find the back of the net and add a couple helpers during the weekend. He has broughten his 
experience at the Elite level of the USPHL and showcased the development to the Premier level.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Farrell Dinn - '02 Forward - Team Maryland (EHL)

Skilled winger who is a dangerous scoring threat on every shift. He handles the puck well and has the ability to beat 
defenders one-on-one.  He is a good skater with good speed to the outside and quick acceleration when carrying the 
puck on the rush.  He has good instincts for finding open ice moving North.  He has very good placement on his shot.  
He is fairly reliable in his own zone

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Frankie Gregorini - '01 Defenseman - Dectaur Blaze (USPHL Premier)

Gregorini was solid on the backend over the weekend for Decatur, his simplicity is what shined the most in the games 
he played. He makes nice simple D to D passes and nice simple passes up ice on breakouts. He never over complicated 
and tried to be a steady presence for the Blaze. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Garrett McCabe - '03 Forward - Richmond Generals (USPHL Premier)

2 goals 2 assists in game - left hander who understands routes to the nets, and finished both goals due to being in the 
right place at the right time.

02/12/2022 - Richmond General vs Charlotte Rush
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George McMichael - '00 Goaltender - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

Right hand catching goaltender who is fluid in his slides and reverse vh movements. Some big rebounds but controlled 
before shots and during rebound situaitons. Commit - Bowdoin College (NCAA DIII)

09/18/2021 - Seacoast Spartans vs New Hampshire Avalanche

Graham Hussan - '01 Forward - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

Shifty with puck and creative hands but does too much with the puck, and had multiple turnovers trying to create

12/14/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Philadelphia Little Flyers

Skilled lefty who wants to take on defenders with skill. Turnover machine carrying puck, struggled with physical play 
and active sticks. Multiple turnovers

12/15/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Team Maryland

Hunter Hrushka - '03 Defenseman - Richmond Generals (USPHL Premier)

Hunter showcased himself well over this past weekend in Raleigh as he shows a good ability to have a first pass on the 
breakout and have poise with the puck. Always trying to go north, he does a good job with his vision up ice at all times. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Ian Young - '01 Goaltender - Chicago Cougars (USPHL Premier)

Young has been a backbone for the Cougars early in the year and he was more of that over the weekend in Detroit. 
Young is a very balanced and technically sound goaltender. He gets his hands over pucks well and projects towards 
almost every puck. Lots of simple movements throughout that help make his job easy time and time again. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Jackson Bernard - '01 Goaltender - New York Applecore (EHL)

He is a positionally sound goaltender who moves rapidly in his crease from post-to-post. He uses his stick well to deflect 
pucks into corners and away from the high danger areas.  He does a good job to smother pucks to eliminate second 
hand chances. He focuses on covering the lower portion of the net.  He will come out of the net to play pucks.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Jacob Wilson - '03 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

2 goals - showed quick sweeping one timer wrist shot on powerplay for first goal, and a nose for the net for goal #2. 
Downhill righty plays a 200ft game, all situations on special teams as well, supportive and smart positioning on both 
powerplay and penalty kill. Hands feet and power to turn away quickly after receiving pucks in stride or off the boards. 
Struggled at times positionally in breakouts when pressured , standing still. 

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers

Right hander finished with a goal and assist. Active stick to creates breakaway goal, nice handles and finish. Wants puck 
on stick, and attacks with a head up, downhill, aggressive stride to attack. Constantly wants to get to pace 

11/20/2021 - Ogden Mustangs vs Charlotte Rush

#9 Quick to get his feet going once gaining possession, downhill skater with a desire to attack and shoot the puck. 
Competed for pucks in d zone . Goal bullying dman in front for rebound

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors
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Jake Emery - '01 Defenseman - Seacoast Spartans (EHL)

Steady defenseman with a simple, effective game and who does not make too many mistakes. He has some offensive 
upside.  He has a heavy shot from the point.  He makes sharp, quick, affirmative passes. He does a good job to hold the 
blueline in the offensive zone.  He defends well in his own zone, routinely keeping opponents to the outside.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Jake Murphy - '01 Forward - Boston Jr Rangers (EHL)

He is a playmaking forward who generates a lot of chances. He has good East-West vision in the offensive zone, looking 
to feed the slot. His shot could have more pace, but he has good hands in tight in front of the net.  He is good at angling 
opponents to the outside, but shies away from throwing open ice hits.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Jakub Hall  - '02 Forward - Carolina Jr Hurricanes (USPHL Premier)

Jakub is a 02 forward out of Anchorage, AK who has gotten off to a great start in his junior hockey journey. He 
continued that early success this past weekend as he notched 1G and 4A for his team, his good skill and vision are two 
catalysts for his team as he has led the Jr Hurricanes to the tune of a 6-1-1 start to the season. Hall currently leads the 
USPHL Premier in points, along with teammate Daniel Nau.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Jaxon Butler - '03 Forward - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Two-hundred foot centerman who plays a complete game and dominates the center of the ice.  He serves as the 
playdriver on his line. He handles the puck with poise and confidence, willing to self-regroup and then burst through the 
neutral zone with speed. He has good pace on his shot.  He is hard on pucks and finishes his hits.  He does a good job 
angling opponents to the outside.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Jenson Lopez - '02 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

2 way right hander than brings a solid mix of grit and skill. Skill power forward game, constantly involved in forecheck 
and cycles. IQ to get to right areas for chances to shoot or rebounds

12/17/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Tampa Bay Juniors

Jerome Pegrum - '04 Defenseman - Florida Jr Blades (USPHL Premier)

The young left shot D showed a lot of upside this past weekend by showing his good skating ability as well as his 
savviness with the puck for a younger player in the junior ranks. He was able to find the back of the net as well as add a 
helper. His good vision and ability to get pucks through the net is something to build on day after day for Jerome. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Joe Gronholz - '03 Forward - Alexandria City Blizzard (NA3HL)

He is a playmaking winger who has excellent vision in the offensive zone, often able to make an East-West pass to 
create a quality scoring chance. He has a wide skating base that makes him strong on pucks and this allows him to 
generate good speed to get to all areas of the ice.  He has a strong cycle game, maintaining pressure in the offensive 
zones in the corners and along the walls.  His playmaking ability has him averaging almost two points per game.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)
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Joe Lucien - '01 Defenseman - Valley Jr Warriors (EHL)

Offensive defender with very quick feet who skates extremely well with the puck.  He is strong in the transition game 
and can transport the puck up ice or make a crisp pass to move pucks North.  He uses crossovers well to generate quick 
acceleration speed.  He anticipates the play and can intercept passes.  He tightly defends his own blueline.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Joe Moen - '01 Goaltender - Minnesota Blue Ox (USPHL Premier)

25 saves on 27 shots. Moen's game is led by patient feet and head leading all movements. Was impressive when called 
upon, especially battling during 5 on 3 PP in second period. Athletic with flexibility to react to rebounds and make 
despirtation saves, but controlled / calm in save movements. 

10/24/2021 - Minnesota Blue Ox vs Hudson Havoc

Joey Cormier - '01 Goaltender - Toledo Cherokee (USPHL Premier)

Cormier was able to find some good results over the past weekend in Detroit and really uses his athleticism to his 
advantage. Joey is a smaller goalie in size but uses his quick feet and edges to build his success. His quickness is 
impressive and something to be noticed as he builds on his good start. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Joey Mattevi - '01 Defenseman - Cinncinnati Jr Cyclones (USPHL Premier)

Joey has been off to a good start on the backend for the Cyclones, he does a good job of being active in all three zones 
for Cincy. He has great gap control and a good stick that helps in his defending and transition for his teammates. The 
steadiness is impressive to say the least as he looks to keep building on the good start to his final year of junior. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

John Werber - '01 Goaltender - Team Maryland (EHL)

SUNY Potsdam

 - College Commitment

Very techincal composed goaltender with head, shoulders and hands always in control, and constantly trying to stay 
square to puck. Beat high glove and a weird bounce on goal #1. Was very impressive in shoout staying big and patient. 
Has the mechanics and intelligence to be a strong division III goaltender for SUNY Potsdam, will need to add explosion 
and power to shuffles and slides.

12/15/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Team Maryland

Josh Grund - '01 Forward - Walpole Express (EHL)

Smooth skating forward who moves the puck extremely well. He picks up speed in open ice with ability to skating 
around opposing forwards in the neutral zone. He is a creative passer with East-West vision. He has a pretty quick 
release on shot, but could improve pace. He is constantly buzzing on every shift.  He has some edge and looks to finish 
his hits. Needs to get better play away from puck. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series
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Julius Kvandal - '01 Defenseman - New England Wolves (EHL)

Steady defender who skates well and can transition the puck out of the zone himself.  He uses his large frame to keep 
opponents to the outside.  He uses his defensive partner well to alleviate pressure. He has a good stick which he uses to 
dispossess opponents of the puck.  He makes good decisions with the puck even when under pressure.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Justin  Legault - '02 Forward - Pueblo Bulls (USPHL Premier)

Legault had a very nice game and made his impact felt on the game. He showed off a nice pair of hands in the net front, 
where he cradled a puck in the net front of the net took a hit and finished the puck. 

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Justin Grenon - '02 Goaltender - Jersey Shore Whalers (USPHL Premier)

#1 Smooth, traditional butterly goaltender comfortable in his reverse vh and butterfly stances. Strong reads in net crash 
plays, playing percentages by sliding into shots, playing big. Goals against were fine, beat high blocker

09/18/2021 - Jersey Whalers vs WBS Knights

Kaden Peterson - '02 Defenseman - Alexandria City Blizzard (NA3HL)

Two-way defenseman who often jumps into the rush to serve as an additional layer of attack. He has a long skating 
stride that allows him to recover quickly to get back to his defensive assignment.  He is calm with the puck in his own 
zone, even when under pressure.  He has a heavy shot from the point.  He uses his partner well to alleviate pressure.  
He is a physical presence, looking to deliver punishment to opponents.  He logs heavy minutes and is relied upon to play 
in all situations. 

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)

Kam Hellman - '01 Forward - Metro Jets (USPHL Premier)

Kam has a feel for finding the back of the net as he showcased an elite shot over the weekend. He adds deception on 
his release which makes it tough for goaltenders to get a read on. His awareness in the offensive zone was something to 
take notice of as well, as he was able to consistently to support the puck correctly while it was not on his stick. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Kannon Flageolle - '02 Goaltender - Hampton Roads Whalers (USPHL Premier)

Kannon has gotten his junior career off to a very good start and he was able to play well over this past weekend during 
the showcase platform. He’s a well-structured and balanced goaltender who can move well and compete.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Coverage style right handed goaltender who has smart reading ability and first shot save control. Struggled with upper 
body and stick control in scramble moments. Beat on one timer and double fake shot, wrap around goal, also struggled 
low blocker.

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers

Kayde Budgell - '02 Forward - Florida Eels (USPHL Premier)

Kayde was able to showcase an elite stick and shot over this past weekend at the showcase. He builds his game from 
that and allows for him to find scoring chances. With the help of his teammates, Kayde is off to a great start in his first 
year of junior hockey in the United States. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase
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Kenny Maxwell - '02 Forward - Seacoast Spartans (EHL)

#3 Strong simple 2 foot stride lefty who creates north / south speed. Most impressive was Maxwell's ability to win/find 
loose pucks and quickly control and get the play moving the other way at pace. 

12/16/2021 - Seacoast Spartans vs New Hampshire Avalanche

Agile skater with speedy hands to keep up with feet. Changes his angle of attack while entering offensive zone to add 
deception. Not much help on breakout on a couple of occasions, leaving zone early looking to break. Did not play on 
powerplay

12/18/2021 - Seacoast Spartans vs New Hampshire Avalanche

Kevin Uhlir - '01 Forward - Midwest Blackbirds (USPHL Premier)

Kevin has been a staple for Midwest this year and was able to find the back of the net this past weekend again. Uhlir 
does a good job in the defensive zone of helping in the right areas with an active stick, adding in a good quick shot to 
help with the team’s offense, Kevin has some good pieces school’s will be interested in come commit time. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Kyle Lee - '01 Defenseman - Seahawks HC (EHL)

He defends the rush well often trying to stop opponents possession at his own blueline with big hits or forcing the puck 
to the outside. Opponents need to keep their head up when they are on the ice. He is responsible in the offensive zone 
and is able to keep possession to continue the offensive attack. He sacrifices his body to block shots.  He sometimes 
puck watches too much when defending one-on-one and can get beat. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Kyle Patton - '01 Forward - Philadelphia Little Flyers (EHL)

Solid two-way forward who does the little things to make his line work.  He is more of a playmaking type but has a good 
shot. He moves the puck well up ice in transition play with the ability to fight off back pressure. He has a strong cycle 
game and solid net drive serving as a good screen who digs for rebounds. He is hard on pucks and is often the first 
forechecker. He is a highly effective penalty killer who is dangerous on the counter-attack. His first few steps could be 
faster. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Lenny Perno - '02 Goaltender - Elmira Jr Enforcers (USPHL Premier)

#20 Butterfly goaltender who loves to play in controlled sliding motions, using his height to cover space. Some 
situations of over sliding, but made athletic recovery saves in despiration. 4th goal 5 minutes into third seemed to be 
guessing on shot, was in good positioning and crease depth. Smart in reads, gets out of crease quickly in butterfly to cut 
down on angles, active hands to make saves outside chest area. Fight in third after slight scrum after whistle while 
covering puck, gloves off swinging at Knight forward, ejected.

11/07/2021 - Elmira Jr Enforcers vs Wilkes Barre Scranton Knights

Logan Palmer - '01 Goaltender - Utica Jr Comets (USPHL Premier)

Technical goaltender with correct skating technique and positioning tactics. Just needs to add power / strength, 
sometimes slow getting up in recoveries. 1 goal against on 3 on 1. Shootout win but beaten twice low glove.

10/31/2021 - Utica Jr Comets vs Northern Cyclones
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Magnus Einarson - '03 Defenseman - Utah Outliers (USPHL Premier)

There were a lot of pieces to Einarson's game to like, as a 03' there is a lot of upside. On the power play he showed the 
ability to distribute the puck confidently as he worked the top of the umbrella. His poise with the puck was on full 
display as more times than not he made the right pass. He needs to work on his overall lateral mobility speed as he 
failed to seal the defensive edge one on one and was flat footed too many times.

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Marco Duronio - '01 Goaltender - Ogden Mustangs (USPHL Premier)

18 shots 15 saves, plays with a low chest level when in butterfly. Beaten off of rebounds and back door goals, showed a 
want to handle the puck, as well as strong crease awareness and average athleticsm

11/20/2021 - Ogden Mustangs vs Charlotte Rush

Marco Felicetti - '03 Goaltender - Utah Outliers (USPHL Premier)

Felicetti was able to turn away 29 of 31 shots enroute to his team victory. The 03' showed tremendous compete level 
as he made timely saves often off broken plays. His athletic ability allowed him to get to pucks that most goaltenders at 
this level would have a hard time getting too. Once he learns to quiet his feet down and trust his positioning more, he 
will be an interesting goaltender for higher leagues to track.

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Mark Kurliandchyk - '01 Forward - Louisiana Drillers (NA3HL)

Power winger who has some playmaking ability and good hands.  He is a strong puck possession player in the offensive 
zone using his large frame to protect the puck and drive to the net.  He can stickhandle around opposing defenders.  He 
is a positionally sound player who puts himself in the right spots and makes plays defensively as well as in the neutral 
zone.  He could improve his stride to generate more speed. 

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Martins Leps - '02 Defenseman - Louisiana Drillers (NA3HL)

Two-way defender who has an edge to his game. He reads the play well and is able to intercept passes.  He has a very 
heavy shot that is highly accurate.  He has a good pokecheck that he uses to dispossess opponents of the puck.  His 
skating could use his improvement as he gets beat off the rush.  He is hard to play against in the corners and in front of 
his own net. 

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Matt Koepke - '02 Defenseman - Utah Outliers (USPHL Premier)

In his second year in the league Koepke has made a massive jump in his progression as a defenseman. This year Koepke 
has accumulated 23 points in 33 games. Here he was able to show off the ability to use his skating ability to go end to 
end on multiple occasions. His hands were also on display as he was able to navigate through traffic and create offense. 
At 6'3 and his skillset he is an intriguing player for Colleges at the D3/ACHA D1 level to track.

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Matt McIntyre - '03 Forward - Alexandria City Blizzard (NA3HL)

Goal scoring winger who has a high end shot. He is an aggressive forechecker and is often the first man on the puck.  He 
has good stick placement and frequently angles opponents to the outside.  He is defensively responsible in his own 
zone, maintaining solid position and filling the lane to block shots.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)
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Matt Pimental - '01 Forward - Worcester Railers  (EHL)

Smooth skating forward with fast acceleration, strong puck control, and East-West vision. He carries the puck to drive 
possession on his line. More of a playmaker than a scorer, relying on teammates to transition the puck up ice with a 
quick pass.  He is shifty along the walls and has a strong cycle game.  He can play in all situations and logs a lot of 
minutes.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Matt Zdanowicz - '01 Forward - New Jersey 87s (EHL)

Two-hundred foot forward who can drive play on his line and creates a ton of scoring chances. He can transition the 
puck through the neutral zone.  He has patience with the puck to allow teammates to join to rush to serve as additional 
passing options.  He has a quick release shot with good pace.  He is defensively responsible often serving as the third 
man high in the offensive zone and a top end penalty killer. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Maverick Crupi - '03 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Smart decisions with the puck on powerplay finding the open man / facilitates passing and can catch bad passes. 2A. 
Controlled pass first lefty brings some grit and work ethic to lines. Eats pucks

10/03/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Hampton Roads Whalers

Michael DeBrito - '03 Forward - Alexandria City Blizzard (NA3HL)

Two-way center who serves as play driver for the top line.  He is relied upon heavily to transition the puck through the 
neutral zone and facilitate offense for his teammates. He has excellent vision and creates a significant amount of 
scoring chances for his teammates.  He has a quick release, highly accurate shot.  He is strong on the faceoff dots, 
frequently winning his draws.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)

Michael O'Brien - '01 Defenseman - Seacoast Spartans (EHL)

Two-way defender who is poised with the puck even when under pressure.  He makes quality outlet passes to move 
pucks North.  He is a solid penalty killer with a good active stick that eliminates passing lanes.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Michael Reed - '01 Forward - Charlotte Rush (USPHL Premier)

Hat trick - 1st goal showed smart body positioning to gain body positioning for easy tip in. 2nd goal battles off check on 
boards to get to net and finds rebound for tap in. 3rd goal on powerplay, gains loose puck and shows smart offensive IQ 
and patience to deke out goalie for easy goal. Slightly upright at times but a left hander who can play in a multitude of 
ways. 

11/21/2021 - Charlotte Rush vs Pueblo Rush

Michael Stevens - '02 Forward - Rockets Hockey Club (USPHL Premier)

Skilled righty who loves the puck on his stick. Somewhat upright skater with puck, relying on smooth hands to make 
moves and get around defenders. Lacks seperation speed

10/12/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Hershey Bears
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Michael Tersoni - '01 Forward - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

Skilled forward who has a strong powerful stride that allows him to generate good speed.  He can handle the puck 
pretty well in transition. He is an aggressive forechecker who is hard on pucks and will throw big hits in open ice.  He is 
strong in the defensive zone with a willingness to block shots.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

1G 2A Strong 2 way center who loves to rush puck in straight lines at speed, looking for best shot or pass option. 

12/14/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Philadelphia Little Flyers

1 G 1A upright lefty with straight line speed and plays a 200ft game, works hard for pucks and constantly engaged in 
play. Showed smart passing ability on 3 on 2 to find open man for assist. Snipe in transition for goal - collects puck and 
is quick to get into a shooting stance, beats goaltender clean. Went 0 for 2 on shootout.

12/15/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Team Maryland

#11 Skilled lefty with offensive instincts/ quick lateral agility and hands to find pockets to shoot. Wants to have puck 
and get to speed, skates himself into trouble at times but creates chances with his speed looking over his options. Skill 
and smarts at speed, north south skater.

12/16/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Vermont Lumberjacks

Miles McCue - '02 Forward - Utah Outliers (USPHL Premier)

Another big piece to the Outliers offensive attack, McCue was a big power play threat and made an impact 5 on 5. He 
operated on the half way on the power play and showed tremendous patience with the puck, vision and shot selection. 
Off the rush his deception was utilized to create passing lanes and to get the goaltender off his angle. At the end of the 
game, he threw a puck on net that rang off the elbow of the cross bar and was on the ice for the go-ahead goal that 
sealed the victory.

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls

Nathan Kniesteadt - '01 Forward - Wooster Oilers (USPHL Premier)

Nathan helps pace the Oilers all over the ice and has a lot of good details in his game. His effort to work back above 
pucks and stay high on the defensive side of the puck is impressive. He adds in some good vision as he is able to help 
break pucks out as well as move pucks efficiently through the neutral zone. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Nathan Mueller - '01 Goaltender - Boston Jr Rangers (EHL)

Athletic mobile keeper with quick movements.  He fights through screens to create seeing lane for himself. He has a 
quick recovery to bounce back up to face second hand chances. He keeps arms tight into body and limits the amount of 
shooting holes.  He has long effective T-pushes to cut down on shooting angles.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Nick Cyprian - '01 Forward - Rockets Hockey Club (USPHL Premier)

Left handed sniper had 5 goals on the game, with multiple goals coming from distance. Great release on wrist shot, 
shooters mentalilty 

11/05/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Utica Jr Comets
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Nick Graziano - '01 Forward - Team Maryland (EHL)

He has solid East-West vision in the offensive zone.  He makes crisp passes to teammates.  He has some jam to his game 
always looking to deliver punishment to opponents.  He is hard on pucks and is tough to play against.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Nick Twombley - '01 Forward - MJDP (USPHL Premier)

Nick is off to a good start in the early going of the 21-22 season as he helps lead this MJDP team, he does a good job in 
the dot of winning faceoffs and helping his team start with possession. He has an elite IQ for how to support the puck as 
a center in the defensive and neutral zone on transition from defense to offense. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Niko Reimann - '00 Forward - Rum River Mallards (USPHL Premier)

Speedy left hander who buzzes all over the ice. At times buzzing too fast causing rushed decisions / over skating correct 
position. Sets up first goal winning puck race and finding back door option. Point on PP, wants puck and is not afraid of 
contact.

11/20/2021 - Rum River Mallards vs Cinncinnati Jr Cyclones

#18 Raw skill with speed, creates penalty winnign race from defensive zone to breakaway, but does not get shot on net. 
Low work ethic in defensive zone. Played winger majority of game

11/21/2021 - Rum River Mallards vs Utica Jr Comets

Noah Easterson - '03 Forward - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Power winger who plays a heavy game and has a sniping shot.  He uses his lengthy skating stride to generate speed in 
open ice.  He is always looking to shoot in the offensive zone as soon as he gains the blueline.  He is hard on pucks and 
consistently looks to deliver punishment to opposing defenders.  He could improve his play away from the puck.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Peyton Brendel - '03 Goaltender - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Very large, positionally sound netminder.  He uses the reverse VH style to consistently eliminate the lower portion of 
the net.  He is strong on his angles to cut down the shooting lanes. He is calm in the net and limits his movements.  He 
uses his stick well to block passing lanes.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Richard Jelenskis - '01 Forward - New England Wolves (EHL)

Power winger who plays a heavy game.  He has a quick release shot off the rush with good pace.  He has good vision in 
the offensive zone and can set up teammates for quality scoring chances.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Ronan Mobley - '01 Goaltender - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

27 shots 25 saves for the division III prospect. Strong patience / IQ in scrambles in front, and explodes off goal line to 
take down angles quickly. Very aggressive crease positioning, very big chest on first shot oppurtunities. Showed 
patience and the ability to cover great distance when sliding during shootout.

12/15/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Team Maryland
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Ronan Mobley - '01 Goaltender - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

20 shots 19 Saves. Great puck handler, righty. Consistent reader of game, can be very explosive and acrobatic in 
desperation saves, but could reduce the need with simpler movements and less over sliding. Controlled right hander 
with a tight seal and a low wide athletic stance tracking close plays. Smooth in post RVH coverage with an active stick to 
block passes through the crease. Leads with the head. Multiple breakaway saves. Nothing he could do on back door 
goal against, bought shot on mini 2 on 1, stuck in sand

12/16/2021 - New Hampshire Avalanche vs Vermont Lumberjacks

#33 26 shots 24 saves, low wide stance with active hands. Plays a very controlled style of game, especially in butterfly 
and post coverage situations. Plays deep in crease at times, relying on quick hands to get to pucks. Very comfortable at 
aggressive depths out of crease, doesnt get lost.

12/18/2021 - Seacoast Spartans vs New Hampshire Avalanche

Ryan Brow - '01 Defenseman - Protec Ducks (EHL)

Offensive defenseman who handles the puck extremely well.  He keeps his head up to survey the ice to make sharp 
outlet passes and can make the head man pass to lead to an odd-man rush. He is highly effective on the powerplay and 
facilitates a ton of offense.  He is hard to play against in his own end, maintaining good position and limiting quality 
scoring chances against. 

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Ryan Dailida - '03 Goaltender - Connecticut Roughriders (EHL)

#33 5'11 athletic goaltender with great reads and flexibity. 30 shots 28 saves, both goals coming late in third of blow 
out game. For a smaller goaltender, Dailida covers a lot of distance in slides and has great low coverage in butterfly 
saves.

12/15/2021 - Connecticut RoughRiders vs Railers Junior Hockey Club

Ryann Webb - '01 Forward - East Coast Wizards (EHL)

Two-way center who works hard and has an edge to his game. He is more of a third or fourth line center. He is always 
looking to get pucks to the net.  He is more of a dump and chase player.  He is an aggressive forechecker with good 
angling ability.  He is very defensively responsible.  He is an effective penalty killer with good hard clears.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Sawyer Lownsdale - '01 Forward - Pittsburgh Vengeance (USPHL Premier)

A quick shifty little forward who tends to steer the ship for Pittsburgh. Sawyer does a good job while with the puck of 
using his skating ability to beat defenders while on a rush. He supports it well in the defensive zone which is impressive 
as he does a good job of knowing where to be in order to keep pucks away from his net. 

10/24/2021 - USPHL Premier Detroit Showcase

Seth Morris - '02 Defenseman - Palm Beach Typhoon (USPHL Premier)

The left shot D brings a wealth of junior experience and ability to the Palm Beach locker room. Morris has a very good 
stick and touch pucks regularly on the defensive end, he can make a good first pass and help on breakouts as well. In his 
last year of junior eligibility, Seth looks to continue the strong start as he looks to further his hockey career. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase
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Shane Adler - '02 Forward - Hampton Roads Whalers (USPHL Premier)

Adler had a very strong weekend down in Raleigh as he posted 2G and 3A helping lead the way for Hampton Roads. 
Adler was able to be effective all over the ice with his good vision and his quick, good support in all three zones. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Sota Isogai - '01 Forward - Mason City Toros (NA3HL)

Two-hundred foot winger with a diverse skill set.  He is a good skater, with speed, who can transition the puck up ice.  
He has poise with the puck, surveying the play to find open teammate. He will draw opponents to him to create space 
for others. He has excellent vision in the offensive zone. He has a lightning quick release on his shot and is pretty 
accurate.  He is constantly hustling and provides strong back pressure.

11/14/2021 - Alexandria City Blizzard (5) – Mason City Toros (2)

Spencer Quinn - '02 Forward - Protec Ducks (EHL)

Crafty puckhandler with quick feet. He is a creative player who thinks the game well and constantly uses Mohawk turns 
to change directions and generate speed.  He works extremely hard on a shift by shift basis. He pursues opponents on 
the backcheck and angles very well on the forecheck.  

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Taurin Haddon Harris - '01 Forward - Florida Eels (USPHL Premier)

In his last year of junior eligibility Taurin has gotten off to a great start and has been able to showcase his elite puck 
moving ability to facilitate for his teammates. He was very efficient over the weekend in Raleigh and continues to get 
better every day.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Thomas Dempsey - '01 Defenseman - New Hampshire Avalanche (EHL)

Defender who plays a simple, efficient game and can be relied upon to play in all situations.  He has good feet with the 
ability to transition from defense to offense quickly.  He uses his partner well to alleviate pressure.  He defends the rush 
very effectively consistently forcing opponents to the outside.  He frequently wins his board battles, especially in his 
own zone.

10/23/2021 - EHL All Star College Series

Thomas Mougin - '02 Forward - Louisiana Drillers (NA3HL)

Lightning quick, two-way centerman who generates a significant amount of offense and is effective in all three zones.  
He uses his quality skating ability to transition pucks through the neutral zone.  He is a crafty puckhandler who is able to 
dart through tight areas. He has a dangerous shot off the rush. He provides strong back pressure and routinely picks up 
the trailer.  He is consistently buzzing and is noticeable on every shift.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Travis Knicley - '02 Forward - Uitca Jr Comets (USPHL Premier)

Skilled righty with silky hands, walks around both defender and goalie for goal. 

11/21/2021 - Rum River Mallards vs Utica Jr Comets
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Trenton Hart  - '02 Forward - Potomac Patriots (USPHL Premier)

Hart, alongside Andrews, was able to support the attack for Potomac over the weekend as he was also able to find the 
scoresheet frequently. Trenton plays an honest game and is always in the right position for support, one of the more 
underrated skills as his play away from the puck is very good. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Tristen Elmhurst - '03 Defenseman - El Paso Rhinos (NA3HL)

Talented forward who is developing his game at the junior level.  He handles the puck well, but occasionally skates 
himself into dangerous situations in the middle of the ice.  He has a strong net drive and sets a solid net front presence.  
He is an aggressive forechecker who is often the first on the puck.  He could improve his speed.

11/14/2021 - El Paso Rhinos (5) vs Louisiana Drillers (2)

Troy Andrews - '02 Forward - Potomac Patriots (USPHL Premier)

The junior veteran joined the Patriots this year and has had an immediate impact. You can see his junior experience 
shine through during the weekend as he was able to facilitate all over the ice and he moves pucks hard and with a 
purpose in all three zones.

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase

Tucker Forte - '01 Forward - Rockets Hockey Club (USPHL Premier)

Worcester State

 - College Commitment

Smart, instinctive player finding pucks and creating off cycles and in front of net. Quick to get to net with stick down. 2G 
2A in game, impressive passing ability on PP

10/08/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Elmira Enforcers

Jack of all trades, defensively responsbile, constantly working hard to win pucks pack. Creative passes on powerplay

10/12/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Hershey Bears

Gets lost in crowded net front battles, has the hands to finish. Strong but not the paciest stride. Uses brain to get open / 
find pockets.

11/17/2021 - Rockets Hockey Club vs Jersey Shore Whalers

Ty Franchi - '01 Goaltender - Seacoast Spartans (EHL)

#1 First save goaltender, struggled playing the puck. Big puckhandling error end of first results in goal. Aggressive in 
crease, 

09/18/2021 - Seacoast Spartans vs New Hampshire Avalanche

Vesse Lampen  - '02 Forward - Palm Beach Typhoon (USPHL Premier)

Vesse, by way of Finland has come to the USPHL Premier and showcased an elite ability to find the back of the net. The 
forward has 5 goals in his first 6 games while continuing his success this past weekend in Raleigh, he has a good nose for 
the net and ability to not pass up shots when available to get pucks to the net. 

09/27/2021 - USPHL Premier Raleigh Southeast Showcase
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Will Augustine - '01 Goaltender - Metro Jets (USPHL Premier)

14 save shutout for 6'3" goaltender in 4th season in USPHL Premier. Very technical, butterfly goaltender who uses size 
well. Some upper body swaying in sliding movements creating balance issues, but lots to like. Understands when to get 
to aggressive crease positions, battled some rebound issues in the game. 

12/16/2021 - Metro Jets vs Hudson Havoc

Will Cohen - '03 Forward - Utah Outliers (USPHL Premier)

The 03' is having a monster year for the Outliers as he is producing over a point per game. In this game he had himself a 
big night as he was able to contribute 3 points (2G 1A). He is threat to score on the power play every time he has the 
puck as he is a main cog in the highly successful power play unit for Utah. He scored the game winning goal late in the 
game where he drove to the net and buried the rebound for the game winner. Player to watch moving forward. 

01/16/2022 - Utah Outliers vs Pueblo Bulls
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